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Charles Darwin University asked inquiry not to publish staff submissions critical of its support for harbour project



04/10/2024 - 10:00



In letter vice-chancellor requested committee not publish joint submission by two academics and redact parts of second submission ‘unfairly’ critical of CDU
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
Charles Darwin University asked a federal inquiry not to publish submissions by three of its staff after the academics criticised the university’s support for a gas and industrial development on Darwin Harbour.
It comes as the Northern Territory government is due to give evidence in Darwin on Thursday to the Middle Arm inquiry, which is examining the proposed precinct and a $1.5bn investment promised by the Albanese government.
Sign up for Guardian Australia’s free morning and afternoon email newsletters for your daily news roundup
Continue reading...
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Albanese says Australia needs ‘sharper elbows’ as he signals domestic innovation push



04/10/2024 - 10:00



Prime minister says government needs to be ‘more strategic and more sophisticated’ to compete globally
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
The prime minister, Anthony Albanese, is signalling a dramatic shift to unapologetically and directly supporting Australian industry and innovation, saying the country needs “sharper elbows when it comes to marking out our national interest” and competing with the rest of the world.
In a speech to be delivered to the Queensland Press Club on Thursday, Albanese will effectively launch his bid for re-election with a plan for a green interventionist industry policy, one which uses direct government support to speed up the energy transition, provide certainty for business and stem the flow of money and ideas to countries offering investment incentives.
Sign up for Guardian Australia’s free morning and afternoon email newsletters for your daily news roundup
Continue reading...
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World Bank must take ‘quantum leap’ to tackle climate crisis, UN expert says



04/10/2024 - 08:00



Simon Stiell calls for reform at development banks to enable governments to provide more climate finance to developing world
The World Bank must take a “quantum leap” to provide new finance to tackle the climate crisis or face “climate-driven economic catastrophe” that would bring all the world’s economies to a halt, the UN climate chief has said.
Simon Stiell warned that there were just two years left to draw up an international plan for the climate that would cut greenhouse gas emissions in line with the goal of limiting temperature rises to 1.5C above preindustrial levels.
Continue reading...
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Protesters slam gas group’s use of customers’ money to thwart climate efforts



04/10/2024 - 07:29



Gas Leaks Project launches campaign targeting the American Gas Association, which claims nearly all utilities in the US as members
A group of advocates and Democratic senators gathered in Washington DC on Tuesday to decry utilities’ practice of spending customers’ money to advance a pro-fossil fuel agenda.
“Americans are already paying the price of climate change,” said Senator Ed Markey of Massachusetts at a gathering at the US Capitol. “They shouldn’t have to pay the salaries of those who are fueling it.”
Continue reading...
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US imposes first-ever limits on levels of toxic PFAS in drinking water



04/10/2024 - 06:41



EPA takes action for first time in 27 years against ‘forever chemicals’ feared to be contaminating water for over 200 million
The US Environmental Protection Agency has set legally enforceable drinking water limits for a group of the most dangerous PFAS compounds, marking what public health advocates hailed as “historic” rules that will dramatically improve the safety of the nation’s water.
PFAS, known as “forever chemicals”, are ubiquitous in the environment and thought to be contaminating drinking water for more than 200 million people across the US. Any exposure to some highly toxic varieties of the compounds is considered a health and cancer risk.
Continue reading...
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Farmers warn ‘crisis is building’ as record rainfall drastically reduces UK food production



04/10/2024 - 05:23



Reduction in yields means UK will be dependent on imports for wheat in coming year and possibly beyond
Record-breaking rain in recent months has drastically reduced the amount of food produced in the UK, farming groups have said.
Livestock and crops have been affected as fields have been submerged since last autumn.
Continue reading...
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Octopuses could lose eyesight and struggle to survive if ocean temperatures keep rising, study finds



04/10/2024 - 01:16



Heat stress from global heating could lead to impaired vision and increased deaths of pregnant mothers and their unborn young, Australian researchers say
Follow our Australia news live blog for latest updates
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
Octopuses could lose vision and struggle to survive due to heat stress by the end of the century if ocean temperatures continue to rise at the projected rate, a new study has found.
While previous research has suggested octopuses are highly adaptable, the latest research found heat stress from global heating could result in impaired eyesight and increased deaths of pregnant mothers and their unborn young.
Sign up for Guardian Australia’s free morning and afternoon email newsletters for your daily news roundup
Continue reading...
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Molly the magpie set to be reunited with carers ‘very soon’, Queensland premier says



04/10/2024 - 00:20



Steven Miles says ‘good news’ as government finds way for seized bird to be returned to couple and Peggy, their Staffordshire bull terrier
Follow our Australia news live blog for latest updates
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
Instagram-famous Molly the magpie could be flying home “very soon” after the Queensland premier declared there was a clear pathway to return the bird to its Gold Coast carers.
Steven Miles threw his support behind the Gold Coast couple who cared for the animal, after it was seized from them last month due to the lack of a wildlife carer’s permit.
Continue reading...
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Swapping red meat for herring, sardines and anchovies could save 750,000 lives, study suggests



04/09/2024 - 17:30



Switch could also cut prevalence of disability linked to diet-related disease and help tackle the climate crisis, researchers found
Swapping red meat for forage fish such as herring, sardines and anchovies could save 750,000 lives a year and help tackle the climate crisis, a study suggests.
Mounting evidence links red meat consumption with a higher risk of disease in humans as well as significant harm to the environment. In contrast, forage fish are highly nutritious, environmentally friendly and the most abundant fish species in the world’s oceans.
Continue reading...
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Great Barrier Reef discovery overturns belief Aboriginal Australians did not make pottery, archaeologists say



04/09/2024 - 15:00



Paper dates 82 pottery pieces found in single dig site at between 3,000 and 2,000 years old
Follow our Australia news live blog for latest updates
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
Groundbreaking archaeological research may have upended the longstanding belief that Aboriginal Australians did not make pottery.
A paper published in the Quaternary Science Reviews on Wednesday details the finding of 82 pottery pieces from a single dig site on a Great Barrier Reef island, dates them at between 3,000 and 2,000 years old and determines that the pots were most likely made by Aboriginal people using locally sourced clay and temper.
Sign up for Guardian Australia’s free morning and afternoon email newsletters for your daily news roundup
Continue reading...
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